
WHERE ELECTRIC VEHICLES FEEL AT HOME



Established in 2017, we are an engineering

company specialized in the development of

high-tech hardware and software for electric

vehicles and HV batteries. Integrated in the

O&M business unit, we also provide specialized

service and repair through a franchised

network of service centers

The Service Centers are able to repair, update

and re-engineer motors and batteries,

extending the lifetime of the vehicle, and

reuse the 2nd-life batteries for vehicle

conversion or stationary systems integrated

with solar panels.



Mission

Create the necessary conditions for to 

help the EVolution of electric and 

sustainable mobility, through reusable 

and integrated batteries, promoting a 

circular economy and a cleaner 

environment.



Why we do it?

Sustainability is not about planting trees, it is about reducing tree cuts and avoid waste.

Recycling HV batteries is a waste of trillions of usable kWH available in most of these batteries for several
years. It means that we consume energy on recycling to destroy energy storage capacity. A absolute
nonsense.

Reusing HV batteries, at least doubles the life of a battery. It reduces waste of materials and reduces cost
when compared to a new battery for the same application.

Reusing electric motors enables conversions at very low costs with very high quality equipments.

In order to make it possible we have engineered and developed all the necessary electronics and software.



About us

We develop activities in three main areas:

➢ R&D - product and software development for electric cars and HV batteries conversion

➢ Conversion projects – engineering, design and conversion of combustion cars to
electric or plug-in, and 2nd life batteries re-engineering for static use

➢Service and repair – Through a franshise network of service centers, we are provide
specialized multi-brand repairs of high-voltage electronics and batteries.



Product engineering



Product engineering



Product engineering



Battery capacity certificates

We provide a service for battery capacity certification responding to market opportunity, with many
advantages:

- For the seller of pre-owned car it gives more transparency and more value to the car.
- For the buyer it gives a guarantee on the battery health which has the most uncertainity

when buying a used car.
- Independence of the car manufacturer and from its ECU.
- Can be used for warranty dispute.
- Price of certificate varies from 60€ until 154€ (vat excl).
- Each car will generate more than one certificate during its lifecycle.
- Certificates are stored in a secure server owned by EVolution.
- QR code can be used to validate the certification integrity.
- Big data is stored centrally for future datawarehouse & business intelligence.



The big questions

• Any type of vehicle can be converted? 

• Is it worth to convert a car?

• What about power,  it is the same as new OEM electric cars?

• Li-ion is the best option?

In practise the answer is no. Long-course ships, airplanes and some cars that have specific
requirements of range and permanen availability.

Yes but it is not straight forward to all cars. Today is still for some niches like convertibles,
coupés, SUV, classic cars, buses and race cars.

Depending on the motor used, your car will receive a new heart and soul.

With the existing technolgy today it is. But most likely it will not be the technology of the
future.



The big questions

• If I make a conversion with Li-ion, can I upgrade technology in the future?

• Homologation is a nightmare?

• Annual inspection is the same as ICE?

Yes with minor changes on the electronics.

We believe not. However the conversion must comply with all automotive standards, electric rules and
mechanical principles. Use of proper materials and equipments is mandatory

Yes although more simple. But some points should be checked after some years to ensure electric safety
(Visual inspection of battery box, cable connection to the motor, etc)



Some projects



Some rojects



EVolution was the first specialized service and battery center network. Focused the high-tech part of the
vehicle, we aim to become the selected supplier for HV battery and electronics repair for car
manufacturers.

EVolution as been distinguished in 2017 as the “Most innovative project of car service in Iberia”

Awards




